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An analytic description of high-order harmonic generation (HHG) is proposed in the adiabatic (low-frequency)
limit for an initial s state and a laser field having an arbitrary wave form. The approach is based on the two-state
time-dependent effective range theory and is extended to the case of neutral atoms and positively charged ions
by introducing ad hoc the Coulomb corrections for HHG. The resulting closed analytical form for the HHG
amplitude is discussed in terms of real classical trajectories. The accuracy of the results of our analytic model is
demonstrated by comparison with numerical solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for a strong
bicircular field composed of two equally intense components with carrier frequencies ω and 2ω and opposite
helicities. In particular, we demonstrate the effect of ionization gating on HHG in a bicircular field, both for
the case that the two field components are quasimonochromatic and for the case that the field components are
time-delayed short pulses. We show how ionization in a strong laser field not only smooths the usual peak
structures in HHG spectra but also changes the positions and polarization properties of the generated harmonics,
seemingly violating the standard dipole selection rules. These effects appear for both short and long incident laser
pulses. In the case of time-delayed short laser pulses, ionization gating provides an effective tool for control of
both the HHG yield and the harmonic polarizations [Frolov et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 263203 (2018)]. For
the case of short laser pulses, we introduce a simple two-dipole model that captures the physics underlying the
harmonic emission process, describing both the oscillation patterns in HHG spectra and also the dependence of
the harmonic polarizations on the harmonic energy.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.99.053403
I. INTRODUCTION
High-order harmonic generation (HHG) is an effective
tool for converting intense low-frequency laser radiation into
coherent high-frequency radiation. This nonlinear light con-
version process has found a wide range of practical appli-
cations in laser physics [1], including in development of
table-top sources of coherent x-ray light [2–4], in attosecond
pulse generation and attosecond spectroscopy [5,6], and in
ultrafast spectroscopy in general (see, e.g., Refs. [7,8]). The
importance of HHG has consequently stimulated many ex-
perimental and theoretical studies aimed at understanding this
nonlinear process.
The theoretical description of HHG and other nonlinear
processes in a strong nonperturbative laser field encounters
several obstacles, which remain a challenge even a
half-century after the advent of strong field physics [9,10].
The key challenge is the need to describe the nonperturbative
laser field on the same footing as the field of the ionic
core, as together they govern the electron dynamics.
While this challenge is met by numerical solutions of the
time-dependent three-dimensional Schrödinger equation
(TDSE), exact solutions are only rarely possible. Even
in the single-active-electron approximation (see, e.g.,
Refs. [8,11–13]), numerical simulations are feasible only
in limited ranges of the laser parameters. For example,
numerical simulations of the nonlinear interactions in the
very important regime of intense mid-infrared (MIR) fields,
e.g., for wavelengths μm, are numerically extremely
challenging, especially in the case when the polarization
of the laser pulse is not linear. Simulations for elliptically
polarized laser pulses or for those having unusual spatial
wave forms are rather difficult and require special treatments
[14–17]. Including multielectron correlations is more difficult
still, with practical algorithms limited to the case of linear
polarization and restricted frequency and intensity ranges
[18–26].
Although the exact numerical solution of the TDSE re-
mains the premier theoretical method, owing to its limited
range of applicability, the development of quantitative an-
alytical theories, benchmarked against accurate numerical
simulations, have a role to play in the analysis of HHG. This
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is especially true in parameter regions currently inaccessible
to accurate numerical analysis, such as, e.g., in the MIR fre-
quency range. In such cases, analytical methods and models
can enable significant advances in physical understanding.
The workhorse of strong field physics is the strong field
approximation (SFA) [27,28], whose essential ideas were for-
mulated in the 1960s and 1970s [29–33]. The main idea is to
consider the interaction of the laser field with an active atomic
electron exactly, while either neglecting the electron-atom
interaction following ionization (in zero order) or taking it into
account perturbatively. This approach leads to a formal Born-
like series (in the atomic potential) for transition amplitudes,
the convergence of which remains an open mathematical
question. In practice, however, the first few terms of such an
expansion (as in the so-called “improved” SFA) are sufficient
to describe the general features of HHG [27,34–38].
Crucially, the SFA led to a very important insight into
the theoretical description of strong field phenomena, namely,
the applicability of the quantum orbit approach (QOA)
[34,39–42]. In terms of the QOA, the HHG amplitude is
represented as a sum of partial amplitudes, each of which
is associated with a complex closed electron trajectory in
the laser field. These trajectories formally satisfy Newton’s
equations, although they correspond to complex starting and
ending times that are found from adiabaticity conditions [43]
for the ionization and recombination steps [34,39–42]. In the
strong field limit, the QOA results are in good agreement with
SFA results. Moreover, the QOA provides a natural means
of including the Coulomb-induced corrections to the HHG
amplitude within quasiclassical perturbation theory [44]. (In
the quasiclassical limit, the HHG process may be split into
its well-known three steps [45]: ionization, propagation, and
recombination.) A similar picture of quantum orbits also
naturally arises within the analytical R-matrix theory [46–50],
which uses semiclassical perturbation theory in the action
to include the effects of the Coulomb potential on strong-
field-driven electron dynamics. Using the QOA and either
quasiclassical perturbation theory or the analytical R-matrix
theory, Coulomb corrections may be derived for the first
two steps of the HHG process [50–52], including Coulomb
corrections to the ionization and recombination times.
The quantum orbits picture thus provides a natural basis
for alleviating the main drawback of the SFA, the lack of
an accurate treatment of the electron-core interaction. It sug-
gests introducing ad hoc corrections to the SFA amplitude,
utilizing the known parametrization of the HHG amplitude
[53,54]. The key corrections amount to replacing the plane-
wave photorecombination amplitude by the exact one [37,38]
and using accurate strong field ionization amplitudes. This
approach has now been successfully extended to HHG in
molecules, including multielectron effects during ionization,
active electron motion in the continuum, and recombination
(see, e.g., Refs. [42,55–60]). Applications include analysis
of enantio-sentitivity of HHG in chiral molecules [61–63],
description of HHG by atoms with initial p orbitals [64,65],
and control of the spin polarization of recolliding electrons
[66].
The study of strong field phenomena has also been greatly
advanced by exactly solvable analytical models. The first such
model of an atomic system in a strong laser field was the δ
potential (or zero-range potential) model [67]. It was used ini-
tially to describe the detachment of a weakly bound electron in
a negative ion induced by a nonperturbative ac-field [68–70].
Later it was extended to describe the HHG process [71,72].
A main drawback of the δ-potential model is that its practical
application is restricted to systems with weakly bound elec-
trons in an initial s state. Its extension to the case of higher
angular momenta in the initial bound state was achieved
within the time-dependent effective range (TDER) approach
[73,74]. This method combines the effective range theory
for the description of the nonperturbative electron interaction
with an atomic core [75,76] and the Floquet-formalism-based
quasistationary quasienergy description of the electron inter-
action with a nonperturbative laser field [68,77]. It coincides
with the δ-potential model in an appropriate limit.
In a periodic laser field, the HHG process can naturally
be treated within the TDER model using the relation between
the complex quasienergy and the HHG amplitude [78]. For
short laser pulses, direct application of the Floquet formalism
is impossible, but appropriate extensions of the TDER model
have been developed [79,80]. A one-dimensional δ-potential
model has also been successfully used to analyze HHG for the
case of a few-cycle laser pulse [81].
The main advantage of the analytical models is their innate
applicability in the low-frequency regime of MIR laser fields,
precisely where numerical simulations become prohibitively
expensive. The analytical structure of the HHG amplitude in
this regime has been studied in detail [54,80–85]. For the
case of linear polarization, these results provide a rigorous
theoretical justification for the factorization of the HHG yield
as the product of an electronic wave packet (EWP) and the
exact photorecombination cross section [54,80–84], as was
suggested in Refs. [53,86,87] based upon numerical TDSE
results. However, for both the case of an elliptically polarized
monochromatic laser field [17,84] and the case of a two-color
laser field having orthogonal linearly polarized monochro-
matic components [85], other parametrizations of the HHG
amplitude were obtained, different from that for the case of
linear polarization.
In this paper, we develop an analytic description of the
HHG amplitude for the case of a laser field having an arbitrary
spatial and temporal wave form. Although experimental data
exist for some complex field configurations [88,89], up to now
there have been no corresponding analytical studies. More
specifically, for an active electron in an initial s state we
develop here an analytical description of HHG applicable
in the low-frequency (or adiabatic) limit for a laser pulse
having an arbitrary spatial and temporal wave form. We then
apply this theory to the case of HHG driven by a bicircular
laser field composed of pulses having carrier frequencies ω
and 2ω and opposite circular polarizations. Both the low-
frequency approximation and the case of HHG driven by a
bicircular laser field have long histories, which we summarize
briefly and relate to the present work prior to presenting the
organization of this paper.
The low-frequency (or adiabatic) approximation for the
case of ionization of a weakly bound electron in a zero-
range potential driven by an elliptically polarized laser field
was analyzed in 1980 using the quasistationary quasienergy
state formalism [70]. More recently, an alternative adiabatic
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approximation formalism has been employed to analyze both
ionization [90] and HHG [81] for the case of an electron
bound in a zero-range potential and interacting with a linearly
polarized laser field; its use for the case of ionization of an
electron in a finite-range potential has also been studied [91].
Most recently, the low-frequency approximation has been
used to study HHG driven by bicircular (monochromatic)
laser fields [38]. The physics of the low-frequency (or adi-
abatic) approximation is similar to that used by Kapitza to
describe a particle in a rapidly oscillating field in classical
mechanics [92,93]. Specifically, the time-dependent (periodic
in time) wave function is decoupled into slowly and rapidly
changing parts, where the latter part is found using a basis
unperturbed by the laser field, while the slowly changing part
is found including effects of the rapidly changing part. Such
decoupling can be realized in the case of a slowly changing
laser field (relative to an atomic timescale) [91].
The study of HHG driven by a bicircular laser field was
initiated over twenty years ago [94,95]. It has become a very
hot topic recently, both experimentally and theoretically, ow-
ing to the polarization properties of high harmonics generated
in such fields. Specifically, the use of bicircular driving laser
fields has been shown to produce circularly or elliptically po-
larized harmonics or attosecond pulses [38,88,94–103]. More-
over, means for controlling the polarization of the emitted
coherent radiation have been proposed and/or experimentally
demonstrated [64,88,89,94,95,97,99–110]. There exist many
important applications of isolated short laser pulses in the ex-
treme ultraviolet and x-ray regimes with controlled polariza-
tion for studying chiral-sensitive light-matter interactions in,
e.g., magnetic materials [88,97,100,111–113] or polyatomic
molecules [58,96,101,108,114].
Note that existing theoretical descriptions of HHG in a
bicircular field are based on the SFA [64,65,95,98,107,115],
which ignores effects of the Coulomb potential. In a re-
cent study [38], the low-frequency approximation is em-
ployed to analyze the HHG amplitude and it is shown
how the exact photorecombination amplitude (for the studied
atomic model) appears in that amplitude. However, although
Coulomb phases are introduced ad hoc, the analysis is mainly
suitable for short-range potentials, as the boundary conditions
for the wave function at large distances do not take into
account the long-range Coulomb interaction. Thus, additional
Coulomb corrections to the HHG amplitude (taking into ac-
count ionization and propagation in the Coulomb field) are
required [51,52].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we generalize
our two-state TDER model for HHG, which initially was
developed for a linearly polarized monochromatic field [54],
to the general case of a driving laser pulse having an arbitrary
spatial and temporal wave form. In Sec. III, we discuss the ex-
tension of our theory to neutral atoms and positively charged
ions. A number of applications for the case of a bicircular
driving field are presented in Sec. IV, including results for
both long and short driving laser fields, a comparison with
numerical solutions of the TDSE, a trajectory analysis, and,
for the case of short bicircular fields, a two-dipole model for
HHG emission. We summarize our results and present our
conclusions in Sec. V. Some mathematical details and deriva-
tions concerning the HHG amplitude and the recombination
dipole moment are presented in Appendixes A–D. Atomic
units (a.u.) are used throughout this paper unless specified
otherwise.
II. GENERAL FORMULATION AND RESULTS
FOR THE TWO-STATE TDER MODEL
In this section, we generalize the two-state TDER model,
initially developed for a linearly polarized monochromatic
field [54], to the general case of a laser pulse having an
arbitrary wave form. As was found in Ref. [54], the use of the
two-state model allows us to confirm that the factorized result
for the HHG rate involves the exact TDER result for the pho-
torecombination cross section (which is more accurate than
the SFA result), at least for an initial s state. This model also
allows us to formulate the exact equations for the complex
quasienergy for a system having a dynamical continuum and
two bound states. Moreover, it allows us to extend the low-
frequency (or adiabatic) approximation initially suggested in
Ref. [70] (see also Refs. [81,91]) to the case of HHG, whose
amplitude can be related to the system’s complex quasienergy
[78].
The adiabatic approach requires an accurate choice of
unperturbed wave functions for the active atomic electron.
Indeed, if the initial state has nonzero angular momentum,
then the wave functions for the magnetic sublevels can be
mixed by an elliptically polarized laser field [17,84] or by a
two-color field with orthogonal linearly polarized components
[16]. Since the case of nonzero angular momentum requires
these special considerations, we shall restrict our considera-
tions here to the simplest case of an initial s state.
The two-state TDER model and the equations for the com-
plex quasienergy are treated in Sec. II A. In Sec. II B, we de-
velop an adiabatic approximation for the complex quasienergy
and derive adiabatic approximation expressions for the HHG
amplitude for a driving laser field having an arbitrary spatial
and temporal wave form. We discuss the relation of the present
results to previous analytical results in Sec. II C.
A. Equations for the complex quasienergy
We shall analyze the complex quasienergy in a periodic
laser field with a period T and corresponding frequency
ωτ = 2π/T within the framework of TDER theory [73,74].
The TDER theory is based on the boundary condition for a
quasistationary quasienergy wave function  (r, t ) [77,116]
formulated at small distances from the core [73,74] (see
Appendix A for details):∫∫
 (r, t )Y ∗l m()einωτ t ddt = f (l,m)n [(r−l−1 + · · ·+)
+Bl (+nωτ )(rl+ · · ·+)],
(2l − 1)!!(2l + 1)!!Bl () = k2l+1 cot δl (k),
k =
√
2, (1)
where  is the complex quasienergy, Yl m() is a spherical
harmonic, f (l,m)n is the Fourier coefficient of a periodic func-
tion f (l,m)(t ) = f (l,m)(t + T ) = ∑n f (l,m)n e−inωτ t with periodT = 2π/ωτ , and δl (k) is the scattering phase for the lth angu-
lar momentum channel. A wave function satisfying boundary
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condition (1) can be composed from the partial wave functions, (l,m) (r, t ) [74]:
(l,m) (r, t ) = −2π (−i)l
∫ t
−∞
ei(t−t
′ ) f (l,m)(t ′) × Yl m
[
r
t − t ′ + K
′(t, t ′)
]
G(r, t ; 0, t ′)dt ′, (2)
K ′(t, t ′) = A(t ′) − 1
t − t ′
∫ t
t ′
A(ξ )dξ, (3)
where G(r, t ; r′, t ′) is the retarded Green’s function for a free electron in a laser field with vector potential A(t ) [116], and Yl m(n)
is a solid harmonic. In our analytical model, we take into account only two phases δl (k) with l = 0 and l = 1. Equivalently, this
means that our model atomic system has only two (s and p) bound states. Thus, the total wave function should be composed
from the partial wave functions for l = 0, 1:
 (r, t ) =
∑
l=0,1
l∑
m=−l
(l,m) (r, t ). (4)
Expansions of partial wave functions with l = 0 and l = 1 at small distances have the form (cf. Ref. [74])
(0,0) (r, t ) ≈ Y0,0()
∑
n
(
1
r
+ iκn
)
f (0,0)n e−inωτ t + Y0,0()
∫ t
−∞
G ′ (t, t ′) f (0,0)(t ′)dt ′
+ ir
1∑
μ=−1
(−1)μY1,μ()√
3
∫ t
−∞
G (t, t ′) f (0,0)(t ′)K−μdt ′, (5a)
(1,m) (r, t ) ≈ Y1,m()
∑
n
(
1
r2
+ κ
2
n
2
+ iκ
3
nr
3
)
f (1,m)n e−inωτ t − iY0,0()
√
3
∫ t
−∞
G (t, t ′) f (1,m)(t ′)K ′mdt ′
− irY1,m()
∫ t
−∞
G ′ (t, t ′) f (1,m)(t ′)
t − t ′ dt
′ + r
1∑
μ=−1
(−1)μY1,μ()
∫ t
−∞
G (t, t ′) f (1,m)(t ′)K ′mK−μdt ′, (5b)
G ′ (t, t ′) =
[ei
(t,t ′ ) − 1]ei(t−t ′ )√
2π i(t − t ′)3/2 , (5c)
G (t, t ′) = e
i
(t,t ′ )+i(t−t ′ )
√
2π i(t − t ′)3/2 , (5d)

(t, t ′) = −1
2
∫ t
t ′
[
A(ξ ) − 1
t − t ′
∫ t
t ′
A(ξ ′)dξ ′
]2
dξ, (5e)
K(t, t ′) = A(t ) − 1
t − t ′
∫ t
t ′
A(ξ )dξ, (5f)
where m = 0, ±1, κn =
√
2( + nωτ ) (the square root is taken on the upper sheet of the Riemann surface), and K ′m, Km are the
circular components of vectors K ′ and K, which are given by expressions n±1 = ∓(nx ± iny)/
√
2, n0 = nz, where the vector n is
either the vector K ′ ≡ K ′(t, t ′) or the vector K ≡ K(t, t ′). It should be noted that the first terms in Eqs. (5a) and (5b) correspond
to the first few terms of an expansion of the spherical Hankel function hl (iκnr), which is the solution of the Schrödinger equation
for a free electron with a given l and “energy” κ2n/2 [43]. These terms are not affected by the laser field, while other (regular in
r) terms of Eqs. (5a) and (5b) are laser induced and tend to zero when the laser field is turned off.
By taking into account expansions (5a) and (5b), we match the wave function (4) to the boundary condition (1) and obtain
equations for the complex quasienergy  and the Fourier-coefficients f (l,m)n :
[B0( + nωτ ) − iκn] f (0,0)n =
1
T
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
G ′ (t, t ′) f (0,0)(t ′)einωτ t dt ′dt − i
√
3
T
∑
m′
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
G (t, t ′) f (1,m′ )(t ′)K ′m′einωτ t dt ′dt,
(6a)[
B1( + nωτ ) − iκ
3
n
3
]
f (1,m)n =
(−1)m
T
∑
m′
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
G (t, t ′) f (1,m′ )(t ′)K ′m′K−m × einωτ t dt ′dt
− iT
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
G ′ (t, t ′)
(t − t ′) f
(1,m)(t ′)einωτ t dt ′dt+i (−1)
m
√
3T
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
G (t, t ′) f (0,0)(t ′)K−meinωτ t dt ′dt .
(6b)
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Although Eqs. (6a) and (6b) are rather cumbersome, their
solution is greatly simplified in the adiabatic approximation
(see Refs. [70,91,117]). For simplicity, we do not consider the
resonant case between two (s and p) atomic states, which re-
quires detailed consideration. In the adiabatic approximation
for an initial s state, the Fourier coefficients f (0,0)n and f (1,m)n
can be obtained from Eqs. (6a) and (6b) by substituting on
the right-hand sides of these equations f (0,0)(t ) = f (0,0)0 andf (1,m)(t ) = 0:
f (0,0)n =
f (0,0)0
T [B0( + nωτ ) − iκn]
−1
×
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
G ′ (t, t ′)einωτ t dt ′dt, (7a)
f (1,m)n =
i(−1)m f (0,0)0√
3T
[
B1( + nωτ ) − iκ
3
n
3
]−1
×
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
G (t, t ′)K−meinωτ t dt ′dt . (7b)
For n 	= 0, G ′ (t, t ′) in the integrand of Eq. (7a) can be
replaced by G (t, t ′).
B. Adiabatic approximation for the HHG amplitude
in the TDER model
The HHG amplitude in a strong periodic laser field can
be found as the first derivative of the complex quasienergy
in a two-component field [78] equal to the sum of the strong
periodic laser field and a weak (infinitesimal) harmonic field
of frequency  with electric vector F(t ) = FRe[ee−it ],
where e is the polarization vector. According to Ref. [78],
the laser-induced dipole moment is given by the expression
D = −4 ∂

∂F∗
, F∗ = Fe∗, (8)
where 
 is linear in the F correction to the complex
quasienergy of the target atom in the strong periodic laser
field.
For a short laser pulse having an arbitrary wave form, the
HHG amplitude can be found by replacing the isolated short
pulse by a train of such short pulses, with the period of the
train equal to T = 2π/ωτ . In this case, the HHG amplitude,
A(), can be found in the limit ωτ → 0 for fixed  = Nωτ
[80]:
A() = e∗ · D(), D() = lim
ωτ→0
D/ωτ . (9)
The equation for the complex quasienergy  in a strong
periodic field and a weak harmonic field can be obtained from
Eq. (6) by replacing A(t ) → A˜(t ), where A˜(t ) is the vector
potential of the two-component field,
A˜(t ) = Aτ (t ) + F

Im[ee−it ], (10)
and Aτ (t ) is the vector potential of the train of short pulses
separated in time by T .
The detailed calculation of 
 in the TDER model is
presented in Appendix B. Using that result, the result for D()
can be presented in the form
D() = D1() + D2() + D3(), (11)
where each term will now be discussed in turn.
The first term in Eq. (11) for the dipole has the form
D1() =
∫ ∞
−∞
D1(t )eit dt, (12)
D1(t ) = −iCg()
∫ t
−∞
G−Ip (t, t ′)K(t, t ′)dt ′,
g() = 1
22
+ a(−)B1(−Ip + ) − iκ3/3
,
(13)
a(−) = 1
2
[
κ + i (2 − 2Ip)
3/2
3
− κ
3
3
]
,
κ =
√
2( − Ip), C = C2κ κ/π,
where the definition of K(t, t ′) is given by Eq. (5f), that
of G−Ip (t, t ′) by Eq. (5d), and Ip = κ2/2 is the ionization
potential.
The second term in Eq. (11) has the form
D2() =
∫ ∞
−∞
D2(t )dt, (14)
D2(t ) = −i C22
∫ t
−∞
G−Ip (t, t ′)K ′(t, t ′)eit
′dt ′, (15)
where K ′(t, t ′) is defined in Eq. (3). For   Ip  ω (where
ω is the carrier frequency of the driving laser pulse), the
term D2(t ) is much smaller than D1(t ) and can be neglected.
Indeed, since Ip  ω, the integral in t ′ can be estimated using
the saddle-point method. The saddle points for the integral
(15) are given by
K ′2(t, t ′) = −2(Ip + ), (16)
while for the integral (13) they are given by the equation
K ′2(t, t ′) = −2Ip. (17)
Obviously, the solutions of Eq. (16) have larger imaginary
parts than the corresponding solutions of Eq. (17), result-
ing in D2(t ) being exponentially small compared to D1(t ).
Physically, the dipole D2() describes a suppressed harmonic
generation channel in which the bound electron, instead of
tunneling, emits a high-energy harmonic and then returns to
the initial state by absorbing driving laser photons (cf. the
discussion in Ref. [36]).
The third term in Eq. (11) can be presented as follows:
D3() =
∫ ∞
−∞
D3(t )dt, (18)
D3(t ) = −i C22
∫ t
−∞
G−Ip (t, t ′)
∫ t
t ′
F(ξ )eiξdξdt ′, (19)
where F(t ) = −∂A(t )/∂t . The integral (19) is also small
compared to the integral in Eq. (13) for   Ip  ω. Indeed,
if ω and F are the carrier frequency and the strength of the
laser pulse, then A(t ) is of the order of F/ω, while the integral
over ξ in Eq. (19) is of the order of F/. Thus, D3() is
/ω times smaller than D1() for   ω. Therefore, by
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analyzing the three terms in Eq. (11), we find that only D1()
contributes in the case that   Ip  ω, i.e., D(t ) ≈ D1(t ).
The dipole moment D1() in Eq. (12) can be evaluated
analytically in the adiabatic limit (as shown in Appendix C)
and D() can then be presented in the form:
D() =
∑
j
d j . (20)
Each partial subcycle dipole d j is associated with a closed real
trajectory, which starts at the moment t ′j and finishes at time t j .
Starting and returning times are given by solutions of a system
of transcendental equations:
K ′j · ˙K ′j = 0, (21a)
K2j
2
= E − 
E j,

E j = −
K ′2j + κ2
2(t j − t ′j )
⎡⎣2 K j ·K ′jt−t ′j − F ′j · (K j − K ′j )
F ′j
2 − K ′j · ˙F ′j
⎤⎦, (21b)
where K ′j ≡ K ′(t j, t ′j ), ˙K ′j ≡ ∂K ′(t j, t ′j )/∂t ′j , K j ≡ K(t j, t ′j ),
F ′j ≡ F(t ′j ), and ˙F ′j ≡ ˙F(t ′j ). Equation (21a) shows that at the
starting time t ′j the kinetic energy of the electron in the laser
field is minimal, while Eq. (21b) ensures that at the moment of
return the electron has kinetic energy E − 
E j . The subcycle
dipole can be presented in a factorized form:
d j = a(tun)j a(prop)j frec(E ), (22)
where each of the three factors is discussed below.
The tunneling ionization factor, a(tun)j , is given by the de-
tachment amplitude in the adiabatic approximation [51,118]
(see Eq. (13) in Ref. [51]):
a
(tun)
j =
Cκ
π
√
κ
2
e
− κ
3j
3F j√
κ jF j
eiS(p j ,t
′
j ), (23)
where
F j =
√
F ′2j − K ′j · ˙F ′j, κ j =
√
2Ip + K ′j 2,
S (p, t ) =
∫ t
−∞
{
1
2
[p + A(t ′)]2 + Ip
}
dt ′,
p j = −
1
t j − t ′j
∫ t j
t ′j
A(ξ )dξ .
The factor a(tun)j describes the ionization step in the three-
step scenario of HHG [45].
The propagation factor, a(prop)j , is given by the expression
a
(prop)
j = i
e−iS(p j ,t j )+it j ˆk j
(t j − t ′j )3/2
√
K j · ˙K j
, (24)
where ˆk j = K j/
√
2E . This factor describes the propagation
of the EWP in the continuum from the moment of ionization,
t ′j , to the moment of recombination, t j .
The last factor in d j , frec(E ), is the exact amplitude for
radiative recombination to the ground state with l = 0 in the
two-state TDER model for the electron with wave vector k
(k = √2E ), whose direction coincides with the polarization
vector of the emitted linearly polarized photon [54]:
frec(E ) = iCκ 4k
√
πκ
(k2 + κ2)2
×
[
1− i
4˜k3
(1 − 2i˜k)(1+ i˜k)2(e2iδ1(k) −1)
]
, (25)
where k˜ = k/κ . [Note that if one neglects the scattering phase,
i.e., if one sets δ1(k) = 0, the result (25) reduces to that in the
Born approximation (cf. Ref. [54]).]
The analytic approach developed above does not take into
account depletion of the ground state due to tunneling ioniza-
tion. To overcome this limitation, we introduce the depletion
factor, P j , for each partial dipole d j :
P j = exp
[
−1
2
∫ t ′j
−∞
(F (t ))dt − 1
2
∫ t j
−∞
(F (t ))dt
]
, (26)
where (F ) is the detachment rate for the initial state in a DC
field with strength F . This factor describes depletion effects at
the moment of ionization and recombination in the adiabatic
limit [81]. Taking into account the depletion factor, D() has
the form
D() =
∑
j
P jd j . (27)
With given D(), the dimensionless spectral density of the
emitted radiation is given by (see, e.g., Ref. [80])
ρ() = 
4
4c3
|D()|2, (28)
where c ≈ 137 is the speed of light. Substituting the explicit
form of the dipole moment (27) into Eq. (28) and taking into
account that
σrec(E ) = 
3
2πkc3
| frec(E )|2, (29)
we obtain the spectral density ρ() in the form
ρ() = W (E )σrec(E ),  = E + Ip, (30)
where W (E ) is the EWP. The explicit form of W (E ) is obvious
from Eqs. (28) and (29):
W (E ) = π
2
k
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j
P ja(tun)j a(prop)j
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (31)
We note that the result (30) is applicable for   Ip.
C. Connection with alternative analytic approaches and studies
1. Quantum orbits approach
The workhorse for treating strong field phenomena is the
QOA [34,39,41]. In the framework of this approach, the HHG
amplitude is presented as a sum of partial amplitudes, each of
which is associated with a closed complex electron trajectory
in the laser field. Although these trajectories are associated
with complex times, they still satisfy classical Newton equa-
tions. The complex closed trajectories are determined by their
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starting (t ′) and returning (t) times, which are the solutions of
the system of equations [34,39,41]
K ′2(t, t ′) = −κ2, (32a)
K2(t, t ′) = 2E . (32b)
As shown in Ref. [119], in the limit Im ωt ′  1 the solu-
tion of the system of equations (32) reduces to the solution of
the system of equations (21). Thus, the present approach is a
limiting case of the more general QOA.
However, in contrast to the quantum orbits theory, the
present approach associates partial HHG amplitudes with
classical (real-valued) closed trajectories. These simplify the
classical interpretation of HHG as well as the numerical
issues associated with finding the contributing trajectories: the
solutions of Eq. (21) together with Eq. (C11) may be used as
a starting guess for the solutions of the system (32). In the
tunneling regime, they almost match the solution of Eq. (32)
(for details, see Ref. [119]).
2. Analytic expansion of the HHG amplitude
in terms of extreme trajectories
The analysis of real classical trajectories shows that near
some energies E ≈ E (k)max two classical trajectories coalesce
into one [120–122]. This coalescence results in a singularity in
the harmonic spectral density that is known as a caustic. The
occurrence of this caustic results from the fact that high-order
derivatives (in time t) of the action S(t, t ′) approach zero near
the energies E = E (k)max [120–122]. In the simplest case, the
condition for appearance of a caustic is that the second-order
derivative (with respect to t) of the classical action S(t, t ′) is
zero, i.e., it coincides with the condition for an extremum of
the energy gained by the electron in the laser field.
As shown in Refs. [80,83,123], the HHG amplitude can
also be presented as a sum of partial amplitudes, each associ-
ated with an extreme trajectory in which the electron returns
to the origin with energy E (k)max. For a linearly polarized field,
the electron propagates in the continuum with zero initial
momentum and the extremum in the energy gained is given
by the zero of the derivative of the vector K(t, t ′) with respect
to time t :
K ′(t, t ′) = 0, (33a)
∂K(t, t ′)
∂t
= 0. (33b)
Expanding solutions of Eq. (21) near the roots of Eq. (33)
(which do not depend on the energy E ), it can be shown (see
details in Appendix D) that expansion of the HHG amplitude
in terms of extreme trajectories coincides asymptotically (in
an energy region not too close to caustics) with the results of
the present approach.
III. EXTENSION TO THE CASE OF NEUTRAL ATOMS
HAVING AN ACTIVE s ELECTRON
The Coulomb field changes the laser-induced electron dy-
namics significantly. Even though the analytical description
of these effects is challenging, the low-frequency (adiabatic)
regime allows for simplifications. Our result for D() [see
Eqs. (20) and (22)] was obtained within an analytical model
that supports two nonzero scattering phases with l = 0 and
l = 1. Equivalently, this means that the electron moves in a
short-range potential supporting two bound states. Within this
model, we derived (for the case of a short driving laser pulse
having an arbitrary wave form) the factorization of the HHG
yield in terms of an EWP and the exact recombination cross
section for this two-bound-state system. This result suggests
an appropriate extension of the result for D() to the case of
an atom whose active electron, in an initial s state, experiences
a long-range Coulomb potential. The extension consists, first,
in simply replacing the model-dependent photorecombination
cross-section factor, σrec(E ), in Eq. (30) with its atomic
counterpart, which properly takes into account the atomic
dynamics in a Coulomb field relevant to the recombination
process. Second (and less simple), one must also introduce
appropriate Coulomb corrections to the EWP factor, W (E ), in
Eq. (30).
In the low-frequency (adiabatic) limit, the influence of
the Coulomb potential on the EWP factor can be taken
into account by introducing quasiclassical Coulomb factors
[44,51,124–126]. The Coulomb correction for the EWP factor
of the HHG amplitude was discussed briefly in Sec. V of
Ref. [51]. It was argued there that, to a good approximation,
this Coulomb correction can be introduced only in the ioniza-
tion factor. (A more detailed analysis of the Coulomb phase
corrections for the HHG amplitude in the quasiclassical ap-
proximation was discussed recently in Ref. [52].) Therefore,
we modify the ionization factor (23) by multiplying it by the
Coulomb correction Qj [51]:
Qj = Q( j)statR( j),
Q( j)stat =
(
2κ3
F ′j
)Z/κ
, F ′j =
√
F ′2j , (34)
Rj =
⎡⎢⎢⎣ 2F ′j
F j
(√
1 + K
′
j
2
κ2
+ 2√3
√
1 − F
′
j
2
4F2j
)
⎤⎥⎥⎦
Z/κ
,
where Z is the charge of the residual atomic core (where Z =
0 and 1 for negative ions and neutral atoms, respectively).
Thus, in the case of neutral atoms, the total and partial
dipole moments become [109]
D() =
∑
j
P jd j, d j = Qja(tun)j a(prop)j frec(E ), (35)
where frec(E ) is the exact photorecombination amplitude. For
calculating P j , we use the expression for the decay rate in a
DC field [127]. The form (35) of the partial dipole moment
agrees with previous parametrizations of the HHG yield in
terms of the EWP and the photorecombination cross section
[53,54,82,83,87]. The accuracy of this extension to the case
of a laser pulse having an arbitrary wave form is discussed in
Sec. IV B.
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IV. RESULTS FOR HHG IN BICIRCULAR FIELDS
WITH OPPOSITE HELICITIES
We present here the application of the general theory
presented above to HHG in bicircular driving laser fields. In
Sec. IV A, we consider the case of long bicircular driving laser
pulses. In Sec. IV B, we compare our analytical results for
the case of short bicircular driving laser pulses with results of
numerical solutions of the three-dimensional (3D) TDSE. In
Sec. IV C, we provide a trajectory analysis of our analytical
results. Finally, in Sec. IV D, we develop (and present the
physical basis for) a two-dipole model of HHG emission that
provides a clear explanation of our short, bicircular pulse
HHG results and indicates a means for controlling the polar-
ization of the harmonics.
A. Bicircular field with monochromatic components
We consider here the case in which both components of the
bicircular field are long pulses. They have frequencies ω and
2ω and polarization vectors eω = (ex + iey)/
√
2 and e2ω =
(ex − iey)/
√
2. The electric field when the two components
have equal amplitudes, F , is
F(t ) = F [Re(eωe−iωt ) + Re(e2ωe−2iωt )]. (36)
For circularly polarized components with opposite helic-
ities, we have e2ω · eω = 1 and e2ω · e2ω = eω · eω = e∗2ω ·
eω = e2ω · e∗ω = 0. Angular momentum and parity conserva-
tion selection rules require that the generated harmonics have
energies (3n + 1)ω or (3n − 1)ω and that harmonics with the
energy 3nω are forbidden [94,95,106,128]. These selection
rules become particularly transparent when one notes that the
magnetic quantum number, ml , of the electron remains un-
changed after absorbing a pair of circularly polarized photons
with opposite helicities (with polarization vectors eω and e2ω),
i.e., after absorbing the energy 3ω. Also, in order for the
electron to recombine with the atom (in its initial s state) by
emitting a harmonic photon, one must have ml = ±1, i.e., the
active electron must absorb either one more or one less photon
of energy ω as compared to the number of photons absorbed
with energy 2ω.
These general results can also be obtained from the ana-
lytical expression (20) for the dipole D() (i.e., neglecting
depletion effects). Indeed, owing to the temporal symmetry
of the laser field, Eq. (21) is invariant with respect to the
substitutions t ′ → t ′ + nT/3 and t → t + nT/3, where T =
2π/ω and n is an integer. Thus, all joint solutions of Eq. (21)
can be reduced to the “fundamental” solutions {t0, j, t ′0, j}, so
that t ′j = t ′0, j + νT/3, t j = t0, j + νT/3, where ν is an integer
number. Fundamental solutions can be defined by setting an
additional condition for t ′0, j or t0, j , e.g., t ′0, j ∈ (0, T/3) with
ν = 0. Obviously, under these substitutions all scalars, which
define D() in Eq. (35), remain unchanged.
In order to establish the symmetry relation for the vector
ˆk j = K(t j, t ′j )/
√
2E , we present this vector as a sum of two
vectors,
ˆk j = ˆk(ω)j + ˆk
(2ω)
j , (37)
where [cf. Eq. (5f)]
ˆk(lω)j =
1√
2E
⎛⎝Al (t j ) −
∫ t j
t ′j
Al (ξ )dξ
t j − t ′j
⎞⎠, (38)
and Al (t ) is the vector potential corresponding to the field
component with frequency lω (l = 1, 2). It can be explicitly
confirmed that (
ˆk(ω)j
)
± = e±
2iπ
3 ν
(
ˆk(ω)0, j
)
±, (39a)(
ˆk(2ω)j
)
± = e∓
4iπ
3 ν
(
ˆk(2ω)0, j
)
±, (39b)
where ˆk(lω)0, j are vectors ˆk
(lω)
j calculated with the substitutions
t j → t0, j , t ′j → t ′0, j . Taking into account the symmetry rela-
tions (39), we obtain for the ± components of the vector ˆk j a
more complex symmetry relation:
(ˆk j )± = e±i 2π3 ν
(
k(ω)0, j
)
± + e∓i
4π
3 ν
(
k(2ω)0, j
)
±. (40)
Taking into account the invariance of the scalars and the
symmetry relations (39), we can present the ± components
of the vector D() in the form
D±() =
∑
j
(d0, j · ˆk0, j )
[(
ˆk(ω)0, j
)
±
∑
ν
ei
2πν
3 ( ω ±1)
+(ˆk(2ω)0, j )±∑
ν
ei
2πν
3 ( ω ∓2)
]
, (41)
where ˆd0, j are vectors ˆd j calculated with the substitutions
t j → t0, j , t ′j → t ′0, j . Summation over ν in Eq. (41) can be
performed analytically based on the relations
f (N ; x) =
N∑
ν=−N
ei
2πν
3 x = sin
[(2N + 1)πx3 ]
sin
(
πx
3
) , (42a)
lim
N→∞
f (N ; x) = 3
∑
n
δ(x − 3n) (42b)
and the dipole (41) can be presented in the final form:
D±() = 3ωδ[ − (3n ∓ 1)ω]
∑
j
(d0, j · ˆk0, j )(ˆk0, j )±.
(43)
Equation (43) explicitly shows the orders of allowed harmon-
ics and also that each harmonic has only one nonzero cyclic
component (plus or minus), which indicates that the emitted
harmonic is circularly polarized and that the two nearest
harmonics have opposite helicities.
Note that ionization of an atomic system in a long laser
pulse may play a crucial role in forming HHG peaks. Indeed,
when depletion is significant, the depletion factor P j affects
the constructive or destructive interference in the coherent
summation of partial dipoles generated during successive
ionization bursts, thereby washing out the sharp peak structure
at the allowed energies  = (3n ± 1)ω in the HHG spectrum
(see Fig. 1).
To model the bicircular field with two monochromatic
components, we consider in our analytical calculations two
circularly polarized pulses with trapezoidal envelopes, with
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FIG. 1. Analytically calculated HHG spectrum (a) and the degree
of circular polarization (b) for the hydrogen atom interacting with a
long ω − 2ω bicircular field, with oppositely polarized components,
the same peak intensity, I = 1014 W/cm2, λ = 2πc/ω = 1.6 μm,
and a trapezoidal envelope with a total duration of 10 optical cycles
of the fundamental and 1 optical cycle linear turn-on and turn-off.
Thick solid (black) lines: analytic results with depletion included;
thin solid (red) lines: analytic results without depletion. The inset
figure in panel (a) shows the shape of the HHG spectrum on a wide
energy scale.
linear turn-on and turn-off in one optical period of the funda-
mental (Ton,off = 2π/ω), and a total duration of 10 fundamen-
tal cycles (Ttot = 10 × 2π/ω) with constant peak intensity. In
Fig. 1, we present both HHG spectra and the degree of circular
polarization [129,130], ξ , of the harmonics calculated both
with and without inclusion of depletion effects:
ξ = −2 Im[Dx()D
∗
y ()]
|Dx()|2 + |Dy()|2 . (44)
Our analytical results in Fig. 1 without inclusion of depletion
effects explicitly show sharp peaks at the energies  = (3n ∓
1)ω, for which the degree of circular polarization is ±1.
These results are in agreement with previous studies [94,95]
and with the above discussion. The analytic results in Fig. 1
with inclusion of depletion clearly show the broadening and
shifting of the HHG peaks as well as the changed polarization
properties of the emitted harmonics.
In order to clarify the origin of these changes, we plot
in Fig. 2 the dependence of the return energy on the ion-
ization (t ′j) and the travel (
t j = t j − t ′j) times both without
[Fig. 2(a)] and with [Fig. 2(b)] depletion effects. In each
optical cycle, there are three ionization bursts. The properties
of the laser-induced electron trajectories generated during the
flat-top part of the laser pulse are the same from burst to burst
[see the shape of the trajectory in Fig. 2(c)]. The constructive
interference of their contributions results in the sharp peaks
in the HHG spectra when depletion is ignored. Trajectories
born during the turn-on and turn-off of the pulse have slightly
different ionization and recombination times, for the same
harmonic number, but their contributions are not significant.
FIG. 2. Dependence of the scaled return energy, ε = E/up,
where up = F 2/(4ω2), on the jth trajectory’s ionization time, t ′j , and
travel time, 
t j . Panel (a): results for the no depletion case; panel
(b): results including depletion. The laser parameters are the same
as in Fig. 1. The color scale shows the relative contributions of the
dipoles, ∝ |d j |. Panel (c): sketch of the dominant closed classical
trajectory for  = Ip + 4up (red line beginning and ending at the
origin with the electron moving counterclockwise) together with
the corresponding electric field trajectory (black line) drawn from
ionization (blue circle) to recombination (red square). The thin blue
line shows the electric field trajectory for the entire pulse.
The main contribution to the HHG spectrum comes from
the short trajectories with small travel times 
t j < T/2,
where T = 2π/ω. With inclusion of the depletion effects,
the partial dipoles d j are unchanged, but their contributions
are now governed by the factors P j . These factors gradually
suppress the contributions of the partial dipoles d j that corre-
spond to larger ionization times [see Fig. 2(b)]. Thus, only
a few partial dipoles with unequal contributions determine
the dipole D(). The small number of unequally weighted
partial dipoles leads to the broad “peaks” in the HHG spectra
and changes the polarization properties of the harmonics
(including even polarization reversals) [see Fig. 1(b)].
B. Comparison of adiabatic approximation
and numerical TDSE results
To check the accuracy of our extension of the TDER model
to the case of neutral atoms, we have compared our analytical
results [obtained using Eqs. (28), (20), and (35)] with the
numerically calculated HHG spectra obtained by solving the
3D TDSE:
i
∂ψ (r, t )
∂t
=
[
− ∇
2
2
+ U (r) + r · F(t )
]
ψ (r, t ), (45)
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where F(t ) is the electric field of the laser pulse and U (r) is
the atomic potential. To avoid the Coulomb singularity at the
origin and to obtain faster convergence of the numerical sim-
ulations at rather long wavelengths, we have used a smoothed
Coulomb potential:
U (r) = −1
r
[tanh(r/a) + (r/b)sech2(r/a)], (46)
where a = 0.3 and b = 0.46. The values of a, b ensure that
the energy of the ground state of the potential U (r) coincides
with that of atomic hydrogen. Moreover, the potential (46)
provides similar behavior of the photoionization (or pho-
torecombination) cross section from an initial s state as for
the bare Coulomb potential. The spectral density, ρ(), is
calculated as the Fourier transform of the laser-induced dipole
acceleration a(t ):
ρ() = |a()|
2
4c3
, a() =
∫ ∞
−∞
eit a(t )dt, (47)
where
a(t ) = −F(t ) − 〈ψ |∇U (r)|ψ〉. (48)
The electric field was parameterized in terms of the integral of
the vector potential, R(t ), as follows:
F(t ) = −∂A(t )
∂t
, A(t ) = ∂R(t )
∂t
, (49a)
R(t ) = R1(t ) + R2(t − Td ), (49b)
Ri(t ) = F
ω2i
fi(t )(ex cos ωit + ηiey sin ωit ), (49c)
fi(t ) = e−2 ln 2 t2/τ 2i , (49d)
where each component i = 1, 2 of the field F(t ) has intensity
F , carrier frequency ωi (ω1 = ω2/2 ≡ ω), ellipticity ηi (η1 =
−η2 = 1), duration τi = 2πNi/ω (full width at half maximum
of the intensity), and number of cycles Ni. Also, in Eq. (49b)
Td is the time delay between the two components, with a
negative time delay indicating that the 2ω pulse precedes the
ω pulse.
To solve the TDSE numerically, we employ a split-step
method based upon a fast Fourier transform along the Carte-
sian coordinates x, y, and z [16,17]. The use of Cartesian
coordinates is because of the lack of spatial symmetry in the
problem. For an atomic system in a strong MIR field, the
numerical solution requires a large spatial grid owing to the
large excursion amplitude of the electron motion, ∝F/ω2. For
an intensity I = 1014 W/cm2, the simulations for λ = 1.6 μm
and λ = 1.8 μm require for convergence Nx = Ny = 1024
(the number of grid points in x and y), and for λ = 2.2 μm and
λ = 2.4 μm they require Nx = Ny = 2048. For the z axis, the
number of grid points is Nz = 256. The temporal and spatial
steps were chosen to ensure convergence of the numerical
results: 
t = 0.025 a.u., 
x = 
y = 
z = 0.325 a.u. The
absorbing boundaries (using the method in Ref. [131]) have
a width of 30 a.u. in the x and y directions and 15 a.u. in the z
direction.
In Figs. 3–5, we compare numerical TDSE and adiabatic
approximation results. We find excellent agreement for the
high-energy parts of the HHG spectra, for which the adiabatic
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FIG. 3. Comparison of TDSE and adiabatic approximation (AA)
results [see Eq. (35)] for the HHG spectral density, ρ(), of the H
atom, on both large [(a), (b)] and fine [(c), (d)] energy scales, and
for the degree of circular polarization, ξ , of the harmonics [(e), (f)]
for two different bicircular driving laser fields (49). For each field, the
peak intensity for both components is I = cF 2/(8π ) = 1014 W/cm2,
ω1 = ω2/2 = ω, and the number of cycles is N1 = N2 = 3, with time
delay Td = 0. Results in panels (a), (c), and (e) are for λ = 2πc/ω =
1.8 μm and those in panels (b), (d), and (f) are for λ = 2.2 μm. Solid
(black) lines, TDSE results; dashed (red) lines, AA results.
approximation is justified. For harmonic energies close to
the ionization potential, we observe discrepancies owing to
the contributions of terms that were omitted in the adiabatic
approximation (see the discussion in Sec. II B).
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FIG. 4. Comparison of TDSE and adiabatic approximation (AA)
color-coded results for the H atom HHG spectral density, ρ() [(a),
(b)], and degree of circular polarization, ξ [(c), (d)], for a bicircular
field (49) with peak intensity I = 1014 W/cm2 for each component,
ω1 = ω2/2 = ω, N1 = N2 = 3 cycles, and λ = 2πc/ω = 1.6 μm
plotted as a function of the two-color time delay Td (in units of
T = 2π/ω) and the harmonic energy . Panels (a) and (c), TDSE
results; panels (b) and (d), AA results, which were plotted with the
same resolution as the numerical TDSE results.
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FIG. 5. Cuts of HHG spectral density, ρ(), and degree of
circular polarization, ξ , from Fig. 4 for positive and negative time
delays. Panels (a) and (c), Td = −1.4T ; panels (b) and (d), Td =
1.4T . Solid (black) lines, TDSE results; dashed (red) lines, adiabatic
approximation (AA) results.
We list here some key observations from the TDSE and
adiabatic approximation results presented in Figs. 1 and 3–5:
(i) In contrast to the case of linear polarization, HHG
spectra for bicircular fields do not show well-pronounced
plateau structures with abrupt cutoffs [see the inset figure in
Figs. 1(a), 3(a), and 3(b)].
(ii) Both the HHG yield and the degree of circular polar-
ization exhibit an oscillatory dependence on the time delay
between the fundamental and the second harmonic, which
can be exploited to control the polarization of the generated
harmonic radiation (see Fig. 4).
(iii) For a fixed time delay, the HHG spectrum does not
exhibit sharp peaks at  = (3n ± 1)ω; the oscillatory struc-
ture can be tuned by the two-color time delay, leading to the
emergence of seemingly forbidden harmonics with  = 3nω
(see Figs. 3 and 5).
(iv) There is no symmetry in the HHG yield or in the
polarization properties with respect to positive versus negative
two-color time delays (see Figs. 4 and 5).
C. Trajectory analysis
As numerical solutions of the TDSE for MIR wavelengths
are prohibitively expensive and not very flexible for detailed
analyses, we carry out a trajectory analysis using the adiabatic
approximation instead. The key quantities are the ionization
and recombination times satisfying Eq. (21).
Our trajectory analysis starts with Eq. (21a), which we
solve with respect to the ionization time, t ′j , considering the
recombination time, t j , as a parameter. Depending on the time
delay between the two components of the bicircular field,
there are several branches of solutions of the transcendental
Eq. (21a). We plot in Fig. 6 the dependence of the ionization
factor on the recombination time, with the separate curves in
Fig. 6 for a given time delay corresponding to the different
branches of the solution of Eq. (21a). Changing the time delay
changes the magnitude of the ionization factor dramatically
[e.g., compare the results in Fig. 6(e) with those in the other
panels]. Thus, the time delay between the two components of
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FIG. 6. Dependence of the tunneling ionization factor (including
the depletion factor), |P ja(tun)j | [cf. Eqs (23) and (26)], on the
recombination time, t j , for seven different time delays between
the two components of the bicircular pulse: (a) reference results
for a single-color linearly polarized pulse with I = 1014 W/cm2,
λ = 1.6 μm, and N1 = 4; (b) Td = 0, (c) Td = −T , (d) Td = T ,
(e) Td = −3T , (f) Td = 3T , (g) Td = −4T , (h) Td = 4T . Symbols
mark the ionization factors at the recombination times for E = 2up
(blue squares), E = 3up (red circles), and E = 4up (black triangles).
Results in panels (b)–(h) are for a bicircular field (49) with λ =
1.6 μm, I = 1014 W/cm2, N1 = 4, N2 = 2.
the driving pulse can “optimize” the classical trajectories, thus
enhancing (or otherwise controlling) ionization.
The constraint on the recombination time is given by
Eq. (21b). Once Eq. (21a) is solved with respect to the
ionization time t ′j , Eq. (21b) is the transcendental equation
that must be solved for t j . Real solutions of Eq. (21b) exist for
some range of energies E . Thus the joint solution of Eqs. (21a)
and (21b) gives the sets of times {t ′j, t j} that determine the
closed classical trajectories. The marked points in Fig. 6
are the values of the ionization factor corresponding to the
desired solutions of the system (21) for a given harmonic
energy. For some time delays and energies E , there are no real
solutions, such as, e.g., for the long time delays, Td = ±4T , in
Fig. 6, whose curves thus have no marked points for the three
energies E = 2up, 3up, and 4up for which there are solutions
for other time delays. For such long time delays, real solutions
exist only for small energies, E < 2up [see, e.g., Fig. 8(a)].
Trajectories with the shortest travel times are similar to the
one shown in Fig. 2(c). Trajectories with long travel times
have several turning points (cf. Fig 7). For large negative
time delays, we find surprisingly long trajectories. These are
initially driven by the 2ω component of the pulse near the
ionization time and then brought back by the ω component
near the recombination time. We did not observe similarly
long trajectories for large positive time delays (i.e., when the
2ω component of the driving field arrives later).
The physics underlying the presence of such long trajecto-
ries for negative time delays and their absence for positive
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FIG. 7. Illustrations of three stages in the formation of the long
travel-time trajectories over three different time intervals. Left col-
umn: the “2ω-kick” stage; middle column: the “turn around” stage;
and right column: the “spiral-in” stage, driven by the ω field. Top
row: the x, y coordinates of the electron trajectories (solid black
lines) and the Fx (t ), Fy(t ) field trajectories (dashed red lines) over the
time intervals discussed below. Middle and bottom rows: Fx (t ) and
Fy(t ) respectively for the 2ω (solid red lines) and ω (dashed black
lines) field pulses. The time intervals for the stages in the top row
are indicated by the thick parts of the field curves in the middle and
bottom rows. The thin lines show the entire time evolution of the
pulses. The calculations were done for the same laser parameters as
in Fig. 6 with Td = −4T .
delays is as follows: The momentum gained from the 2ω
field is less than half that gained in the ω field. Thus, the ω
component of the field can overcome the electron’s outgoing
spiral motion in the circularly polarized 2ω field, even at lower
field strengths. The converse is not the case. Specifically,
in the 2ω field the electron moves along an outgoing spiral
arc (see the left panel in the first row in Fig. 7). When the
contribution of the ω field to the electron momentum becomes
comparable with that of the 2ω field (see the middle panel
of the first row in Fig. 7), it turns the trajectory around and
brings it back along an incoming spiral trajectory, returning
the electron to the origin after some time (see the right panel
in the first row in Fig. 7).
The existence of closed classical trajectories with nonzero
initial momentum in a circularly polarized field is not surpris-
ing and has been discussed in Ref. [132]. In a bicircular field,
the 2ω component gives the electron an initial “kick” (i.e., its
initial momentum), following which the ω component then
returns the electron to the origin. The energy gained along
such a long closed trajectory is of the order of 2up (or less).
The plateau structures associated with these trajectories are
shorter than those observed for the short travel time trajec-
tories produced by bicircular fields having small two-color
delays.
The spikelike behavior of the ionization factor observed
for a time-delayed bicircular field [see Figs. 6(b)–6(d)] con-
trasts with its rather flat behavior for the case of linear
polarization [see Fig. 6(a)]. At some energies, the ionization
factor may reach a maximum value, decreasing gradually with
further increases in the return energy, thereby suppressing
the contribution of the corresponding harmonic dipoles d j
(see Fig. 8) and resulting in a gradual decrease in the HHG
yield. In contrast, for linear polarization, the ionization factor
is almost flat for a wide range of return times, leading to a
well-pronounced plateau. For large two-color time delays, the
ionization factor behaves similarly to the case of linear polar-
ization [see Figs. 6(e)–6(h)] and hence the plateau structure is
more pronounced.
D. The two-dipole model and time-delay control
of HHG yields and polarizations
The adiabatic approximation results in Figs. 6 and 8 show
that for moderate time delays between the bicircular pulses
there are two contributing trajectories that determine the prop-
erties of the partial dipoles associated with the most important
two ionization bursts [see Eq. (22)]. The HHG spectrum can
thus be described as the emission by a system of two dipoles
FIG. 8. Dependence of the scaled return energy ε = E/up [where up = F 2/(4ω2)] on the ionization time t ′j of the jth trajectory and
the travel time 
t j for the bicircular field (49) with λ = 1.6 μm, I = 1014 W/cm2, N1 = 4, N2 = 2, and different two-color time delays:
(a) Td = −5T ; (b) Td = −2T ; (c) Td = 0; (d) Td = T ; (e) Td = 2T ; (f) the case of linear polarization for I = 2 × 1014 W/cm2. The color scale
shows the relative contributions of the dipoles, ∝ |d j |.
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FIG. 9. Sketch of the two-dipole model system.
oscillating at frequency . More specifically, these are two
noncollinear dipoles having a mutual angle α and a phase
difference , as sketched in Fig. 9. This contrasts to the case
of a long bicircular pulse, whose field has a trefoil shape that
allows it to be described as three phase-locked dipoles having
a relative angle of 120◦ between one another. Varying the time
delay between the two components in a short bicircular pulse
provides a means for controlling both the magnitudes of the
two dipoles and the relative phase between them and hence a
means for controlling both the HHG yields and the harmonic
polarizations, as we show below.
According to Eq. (35), the magnitudes of the two dipoles
are mainly determined by the ionization (including depletion
effects), which is controlled by the time delay (see Fig. 6). The
relative phase between two dipoles is given by the difference
of the two classical actions for the electron moving along the
two closed trajectories:
 = 
S + (t1 − t2),

S = S(t1, t ′1) − S(t2, t ′2), (50)
where S(t, t ′) is given by Eq. (C3). The angle α is slightly
sensitive to the time delay, but varies around the value of 120◦.
Calculating the HHG yield and the degree of circular
polarization for this two-dipole model D() = d1 + d2e−i
[using Eqs. (28) and (44)] leads to the expressions
ρ() = 
4d1d2
2c3
[δ + cos α cos ], (51a)
ξ = − sin α sin 
δ + cos α cos , (51b)
where δ = (d21 + d22 )/(2d1d2) and α  120◦. If the relative
phase between the two dipoles is  = 2πn or  = π + 2πn,
then according to Eq. (51) linearly polarized light is emitted
with intensity ρ() = 4d1d2/(2c3)[δ ± cos α] (where the
“+” sign corresponds to the first phase and “−” to the
second one). Alternatively, if  = π/2 + πn, then elliptically
polarized light is emitted with |ξ | = sin α/δ and intensity
ρ() = 4(d21 + d22 )/(4c3). Calculation of the maximum and
minimum values of the polarization ξ with variation of the
phase  gives |ξ | = sin α/(δ√1 − δ−2 cos2 α) with intensity
ρ() = 4(d21 + d22 )/(4c3)[1 − δ−2 cos2 α]. Thus, by vary-
ing the phase  one can control the ellipticity over a wide
range.
According to Eq. (50) applicable to our two-dipole model,
the phase  is determined by the sum of two terms. One
term is a linear function of the harmonic frequency  with
coefficient t1 − t2. The other term is the difference 
S, which
depends on the time delay and can be changed by varying
Td. For fixed laser parameters, the difference t1 − t2 is about
one-third of the period T , so that the phase  ∝ 2π (/3ω)
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FIG. 10. Illustration of the 3ω periodicity of both the HHG spec-
tral density, ρ() [(a), (b)], and the degree of circular polarization, ξ
[(c), (d)], as functions of the harmonic number /ω for five different
time delays, Td , and for the bicircular field parameters as in Fig. 6 (for
which ω = 0.0285 a.u.). Panels (a) and (c): Solid (red) lines (HHG
yield is multiplied by four), Td = 0; dashed (blue) lines (HHG yield
is multiplied by three), Td = T ; dash-dotted (black) lines, Td = 2T .
Panels (b) and (d): Solid (red) lines (HHG yield is multiplied by
four), Td = 0; dashed (blue) lines (HHG yield is multiplied by three),
Td = −T ; dash-dotted (black) lines, Td = −2T .
induces a regular oscillation pattern in the HHG spectrum with
a period 3ω (see Figs. 3 and 10). The maxima of these oscilla-
tions can be tuned to the positions of the forbidden harmonics
by changing the time delay between the two incident pulses in
the bicircular field [109]. Thus, for 
S = (2n + 1)π (where
n is an integer), Eq. (51a) gives maxima for  = 3Nω, and,
according to Eq. (51b), at these maxima ξ = 0.
We emphasize that our two-dipole analysis assumes a
linear dependence of  on  and the equality t1 − t2 = T/3.
This analysis is not applicable over the entire HHG spectrum.
Hence, some deviations from the simple two-dipole model
can be observed. However, by tuning the time delay between
the two bicircular pulses, the locations of the maxima of the
HHG spectrum oscillations at  = 3Nω, as well as the linear
polarization of these “harmonics,” can be produced over any
finite range of values of the harmonics .
Our two-dipole model also cannot in general describe the
entire HHG spectrum, as the shape of the HHG spectrum in
particular energy regions depends significantly on the number
of contributing trajectories, which depends in turn on the
two-color time delay. In Fig. 11, we present HHG spectra for
different time delays over a much larger energy region than in
Fig. 10. If there is only one contributing trajectory, then the
HHG spectrum exhibits a smooth dependence on the scaled
energy (see Fig. 11 for Td = T and Td = −T over the energy
ranges 4 < E/up < 5 and 4.5 < E/up < 5, respectively). As
discussed above, if there are two contributing trajectories, the
HHG spectrum shows a regular large-scale oscillation. For
small electron return energies, there are several contributing
trajectories and their interference induces both large-scale and
fine-scale oscillations.
In general, few trajectories contribute at large harmonic
energies and the few nondominant trajectories only slightly
perturb the smooth dependence associated with one dominant
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FIG. 11. HHG spectral density, ρ(), as a function of the elec-
tron’s scaled return energy, E/up for five different time delays, Td .
Laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 10 and up = F 2/(4ω2) =
0.88 a.u. (a) Dashed (blue) line, Td = T ; dash-dotted (black) line,
Td = 2T . (b) Dashed (blue) line, Td = −T ; dash-dotted (black) line,
Td = −2T . In both panels, the solid (red) lines (with the HHG
spectral density, ρ(), multiplied by four), Td = 0.
trajectory (see Fig. 11 for Td = 2T for 2.7 < E/up < 3.7)
or the large-scale oscillations associated with two dominant
trajectories (see Fig. 11 for Td = 2T for 1.5 < E/up < 2.7).
As also shown in Fig. 11, when increasing the time delay
(from ±T to ±2T ), one observes about an order of magni-
tude increase in the HHG yield in the high-energy part of
the spectrum [109]. This enhancement originates from the
favorable conditions for tunnel ionization at large time delays
[see Fig. 6(e)]; however, it comes at the cost of a significant
reduction in the HHG cutoff energy. For some energies, the
analytical HHG spectra show discontinuities or sharp peaks
[see, e.g., the peaks in Fig. 11(a) for Td = 2T near the energies
E/up = 1.65, 2.7, and 3.7]. These unphysical peculiarities are
related to limitations of the analytic approach, which cannot
be used for energies at which the product K j · ˙K j is close
to zero [cf. Eqs. (24) and (35)]. These energies correspond
to the bifurcation points (caustics) at which two trajectories
coalesce, which requires a special treatment [120–122]. The
largest of these energies gives an upper limit of energies for
which the present analytic approach is applicable.
The most significant prediction of our two-dipole model
analysis is that the time delay, Td , between the two-color
components of a short bicircular field provides a sensitive
means of controlling the polarization properties as well as
the yield of the generated harmonic light at a fixed harmonic
energy, . This HHG control is most effective if the time
delay is of the order of a few periods, T , of the ω field of
the few-cycle bicircular driving pulses. These predictions are
illustrated in Fig. 12, which shows the dependence of the
harmonic yield and the degree of circular polarization on the
time delay for four different harmonic energies. Fine-scale
oscillations are observed in both the HHG yield and the
degree of circular polarization for large negative time delays
owing to the contributions of more than two dominant bursts
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FIG. 12. Dependence of the HHG spectral density, ρ() (a), and
the circular polarization degree, ξ [(b)–(e)], on the two-color time
delay, Td , for four harmonic energies, . Solid lines,  = 2.26 a.u.;
dashed lines,  = 2.7 a.u.; dot-dashed lines,  = 3.14 a.u.; dotted
lines,  = 3.57 a.u. Results are for the same laser parameters as in
Fig. 6.
in the harmonic dipoles (see Fig. 12 for Td < −2T ). For
small negative time delays and for positive time delays, the
oscillation pattern is regular and results from the contributions
of the two dominant dipoles. Most importantly, the results in
Fig. 12 clearly show that variation of the two-color time delay
over a single period T allows one to change the polarization of
a given harmonic from left to right circular without changing
the helicities of the two bicircular field components of the
driving laser pulse.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we have used TDER theory, for a system
with two bound states, to develop an analytic description of
HHG driven by a laser field with an arbitrary wave form.
The applicability of our approach requires the smallness of
the imaginary part of the corresponding saddle-point ioniza-
tion time, which obtains for the case of a laser field with
a sufficiently low carrier frequency (or frequencies). In this
description, the laser-induced dipole moment is a coherent
sum of partial dipole moments, whose properties (direction,
phase, and magnitude) are determined by the classical (real)
times of ionization and recombination. These times determine
the closed classical trajectories along which the ionized elec-
tron starts, with minimal kinetic energy, in the laser field
[see Eq. (21a)] and returns back with the kinetic energy
corresponding to harmonic emission with frequency  [see
Eq. (21b)]. The partial dipole moment for a system with
an active s electron can be written as a product of three
factors [see Eq. (22)]: the ionization factor, the propagation
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factor, and the exact photorecombination amplitude. This
result theoretically justifies the quasiclassical factorization of
the HHG yield in terms of an EWP and the exact TDER
photorecombination cross section (for the case of an active
electron in an s-state) for a laser field having an arbitrary wave
form.
The results for our TDER model system were extended
to the case of a neutral atom, in which the Coulomb field
effects are crucial, by making two modifications: (i) Us-
ing closed-form analytical TDER expressions for the laser-
induced dipole moment in which we introduce the Coulomb
corrections in Eq. (34) for the ionization factor; and (ii)
replacing the TDER photorecombination amplitude by its
atomic counterpart. Our precise numerical solutions of the 3D
TDSE for a low-frequency bicircular field were found to be in
excellent agreement with the analytical results for the H atom
(see Figs. 3–5), thus confirming the accuracy of our analytical
description. This analytical model provides one with reliable
tools to analyze HHG in intense MIR driving fields composed
of multiple phase-locked colors with complex polarization
states.
Our analytic results for the yields and the polarizations of
the generated harmonics were obtained for the cases of both
long and short time delays, Td , between the two components
of the bicircular pulses. In both cases, we demonstrated the
crucial role of ionization, which changes drastically the shapes
of HHG spectra and the polarization properties of the emitted
harmonics. In the case of long time delays, the ionization
factor reduces the number of partial dipoles (trajectories) that
contribute to harmonic emission at a particular frequency,
thus smoothing the sharp peaks at  = (3N ± 1)ω dictated
by dipole selection rules. Moreover, ionization also affects
the polarization properties of the emitted harmonics, leading
to deviations from the simple predictions based on the dipole
selection rules.
In the case of short time delays, we demonstrated that the
time delay controls the ionization and recombination times,
thus allowing one to control HHG yields and, most important,
the polarizations of the emitted harmonics. Enhancement of
HHG yields can be effected by controlling the ionization fac-
tors in the contributions of different partial dipoles associated
with successive ionization bursts. Varying the time delay may
increase the HHG intensity by creating favorable conditions
for ionization (conditioned on the return of the launched
trajectory).
For the case of a few-cycle bicircular laser field, both the
shape of the HHG spectrum and the polarization properties
of the emitted harmonics can be modeled by assuming the
major contributions stem from two dominant dipoles with
different orientations and magnitudes. This two-dipole model
accurately predicts the oscillation patterns in the HHG spec-
trum and the dependence of the degree of circular polarization
of the harmonics on the harmonic energy. Efficient control of
the HHG process is achieved by varying the classical actions
of the two dominant trajectories, which is accomplished by
changing the time delay between the two-color components
of a short bicircular pulse.
Finally, we have focused in this paper on the simplest case
in which the active electron is in an initial s state. The case
of an initial p state requires a separate analysis owing to the
facts that there are three contributing magnetic sublevels and
that the recombination amplitude to these states or their linear
combinations has a tensor form (cf. Eq. (12) in Ref. [84]).
These features may lead to a parametrization of the induced
dipole moment that prevents one from factorizing the HHG
yield in terms of an EWP and the photorecombination cross
section for the case of an arbitrary driving laser pulse wave
form (cf. Refs. [84,85]). On the other hand, the study of HHG
from p states for the case of a general driving laser pulse wave
form may suggest improvements of current schemes for HHG
spectroscopy.
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APPENDIX A: JUSTIFICATION OF THE BOUNDARY
CONDITION IN EQ. (1) FOR STRONG LASER FIELD
PROCESSES
The boundary condition for the stationary state wave func-
tion  (r) of a weakly bound electron in static magnetic and
electric fields was formulated in Refs. [75,76]:∫
 (r)Y ∗l m()d = f (l,m)0 [(r−l−1 + · · ·+)
+Bl ()(rl + · · ·+)],
(2l − 1)!!(2l + 1)!!Bl () = k2l+1 cot δl (k), k =
√
2.
(A1)
Equation (A1) is based on the well-known expansion of
a scattering wave function for a low-energy electron in a
short-range potential (see Sec. 132 in Ref. [43]). Its range of
applicability is given by the inequality ka  1, where a is the
radius of the short-range potential. In calculating the energy
of a weakly bound electron in two stationary potentials with
predominantly different ranges (i.e., short- and long-range
potentials) [75,76], it is assumed that the energy is located
near the continuum threshold and, to simplify the dependence
of Bl () on energy, a two-term series expansion in energy is
used for Bl (). These two terms are parameterized in terms of
the scattering length and the effective range [43].
At first sight, the boundary condition (A1) cannot be
employed for fast electrons. However, in scattering of fast
electrons the major contribution is given by small distances
(kr  1), i.e., the electron effectively “feels” the potential at
smaller distances than the actual radius a of the short-range
potential. Based on this physical assumption, a model may
be proposed for which an atomic potential has an effective
radius a˜, for which the condition ka˜  1 is fulfilled. Thus,
the expansion (A1) can be formally applied, although the
scattering phase cannot be expanded in a series in k2. This
model is known as the hard-sphere model formulated in terms
of a pseudopotential [133] (see also Ref. [134]).
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The boundary condition (A1) should be modified for the
case of the long-range, periodic-in-time electron-laser inter-
action [73,74]. Indeed, in accord with the theory of quasista-
tionary quasienergy states [77,116], the wave function for a
complex quasienergy  has the form
(r, t ) = e−it (r, t ),  (r, t + T ) =  (r, t ), (A2)
where T is the period of the electron-laser interaction, and the
periodic function  (r, t ) is the solution of the equation,[
H0(r) + V (r, t ) − i ∂
∂t
]
 (r, t ) =  (r, t ). (A3)
In Eq. (A3), H0(r) = −∇2/2 + U (r) is the unperturbed
Hamiltonian, where U (r) is the atomic potential, and
V (r, t ) = V (r, t + T ) is the periodic-in-time potential of the
electron-laser interaction,
V (r, t ) = r · F(t ), (A4)
where we have used the length-gauge dipole approximation
for V (r, t ) in which F(t ) is the electric component of the laser
field.
As we have discussed in Ref. [74], the two potentials,
U (r) and V (r, t ), are significant in two very different radial
ranges: The potential U (r) is important for r  a˜, whereas
the potential V (r, t ) is significant for r  a˜. Thus, for r ∼ a˜
the electron can be considered to be essentially free. In this
region, Eq. (A3) can be analyzed by omitting the potentials
U (r) and V (r, t ). Hence, for the l-wave channel, the solution
of Eq. (A3) can be sought in a form similar to that in Eq. (A1).
Owing to the time derivative in Eq. (A3), the solution for en-
ergy  can be “replicated” by that for “energy” En =  + nωτ
by subsequent multiplication by the exponential e−inωτ t , where
ωτ = 2π/T . The desired result for the periodic solution for
r ∼ a˜ thus has the form∫
 (r, t )Y ∗l m()d =
∑
n
f (l,m)n [(r−l−1 + · · ·+)
+Bl (En)(rl + · · ·+)]e−inωτ t ,
En =  + nωτ , (A5)
where f (l,m)n are Fourier coefficients of a periodic functionf (l,m)(t ) = ∑n f (l,m)n e−inωτ t . Since the sum in Eq. (A5) is
over all n, it assumes that En may be large. However, the
convergence of the Fourier series to the function f (l,m)(t )
dictates an exponential decrease of the coefficients f (l,m)n for
large |n| [74]. Hence, there is some effective upper limit
(Ee) for the energies En that contribute, which allows one to
estimate a˜, i.e., a˜ ∼ 1/√2Ee, thus ensuring the validity of the
condition
√
2Ena˜  1. Consequently, in Eq. (A5) one may use
the parametrization of Bl (En) in terms of the exact scattering
phases δl (k) (without expansion in k) [cf. Eq. (A1)] up to
energies ≈Ee.
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF  IN EQ. (8)
AND THE HARMONIC AMPLITUDE (11)
IN THE TDER MODEL
In the strong-field, low-frequency regime (in which the
carrier frequency of the laser pulse is much smaller than the
ionization potential Ip of the atom), 
(t, t ′)  1 and integrals
containing G (t, t ′) are exponentially small [see Eqs. (5d),
(5e), (6), and (7)]. In the adiabatic approach, one retains terms
that are of first order in these exponentially small quantities
and ignores those of higher order [81,90,91]. Thus the equa-
tion for the complex quasienergy, , of the initial s state in
the two-component field can be obtained from Eq. (6a) for
n = 0 by substituting f (0,0)(t ) = f (0,0)0 and coefficients f (1,m)n
from Eq. (7b) for the function f (1,m)(t ). We also neglect the
contribution of the laser field to the function G (t, t ′) in the
second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6a) by making
the substitution G (t, t ′) → ei(t−t ′ )/[
√
2π i(t − t ′)3/2]. Thus,
in the adiabatic approximation, the equation for the complex
quasienergy takes the form
B0() − iκ0 = 1T
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
[ei
˜(t,t ′ ) − 1]ei(t−t ′ )√
2π i(t − t ′)3/2 dt
′dt −
∑
m
i
√
3
T f (0,0)0
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
ei(t−t
′ ) f (1,m)(t ′)√
2π i(t − t ′)3/2 K˜
′
mdt ′dt, (B1)
where 
˜(t, t ′) and K˜ ′m are given by Eqs. (5e) and (3), respectively, with the substitution A(t ) → A˜(t ).
Assuming that the harmonic field amplitude, F, is small (see Sec. II B), we write  as the sum  = 0 + 
, where 0 is the
complex quasienergy in the strong periodic field alone and 
 gives a correction linear in F. Specifically, 0 obeys Eq. (B1) for
F = 0, in which the strong field is given by the vector potential Aτ (t ), and 
 ∝ F.
In order to obtain an explicit expression for 
, we expand the left- and right-hand sides of Eq. (B1) in a series in F up to
first order. As a result, we obtain the following expression for 
:

 = − 1NT
√
i
2π
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
ei
τ (t,t
′ )+i0(t−t ′ )
(t − t ′)3/2 [F · G() + F
∗
 · G(−)]dt ′dt
−
√
3
N f (0,0)0
∑
m
[
a()(F)m f (1,m)−N + a(−)(F∗)m f (1,m)N
]
, (B2)
a() = 1
2
√
2π i
∫ ∞
0
ei0τ
τ 3/2
(
1 + e
−iτ − 1
iτ
)
dτ = i
2
{√
20 + (20 − 2)
3/2
3
− (20)
3/2
3
}
, (B3)
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N = ∂B(0)
∂0
− 1√−20
−
√
i
2π
1
T
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
[ei
τ (t,t ′ ) − 1]ei0(t−t ′ )dt ′dt
(t − t ′)1/2
−
∑
m
√
3
T
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
ei0(t−t
′ ) f (1,m)(t ′)√
2π i(t − t ′)1/2 K
′
mdt ′dt, (B4)
G(; t, t ′) ≡ G() = 1
2i
∫ t
t ′
Aτ (ξ )e−iξdξ − 1
t − t ′
∫ t
t ′
Aτ (ξ )dξ e
−it − e−it ′
22
, (B5)
where 
τ (t, t ′) = 
˜(t, t ′)|F=0. Owing to the accuracy of the adiabatic approximation for long-wavelength laser fields, one may
replace the exact complex quasienergy in the field Aτ (t ) by its unperturbed value (0 → −Ip) in the integrals (B2)–(B4) [70].
Moreover, without loss of accuracy, Eq. (B4) can be evaluated for the field-free case, for which the last two integrals equal zero:
N ≈ r0 − κ−1 = −2C−2κ κ−1. (B6)
To obtain Eq. (B6), we have replaced B(0) in Eq. (B4) by the effective range expansion B(0) ≈ a−10 + r00, where a0 is the
scattering length and r0 is the effective range [43]. Note that Cκ in Eq. (B6) is the dimensionless asymptotic coefficient that
determines the behavior of the field-free bound s state at large distances:
ψ0(r) ≈
√
κCκ
e−κr
r
Y00(rˆ), κ =
√
2Ip. (B7)
Substituting the explicit form of the coefficients f (1,m)N from Eq. (7b) into Eq. (B2) and noting that (a · b) =∑1
m=−1(−1)mamb−m, we obtain 
 in the form

 = − 1NT
√
i
2π
∫ T /2
−T /2
∫ t
−∞
ei
τ (t,t
′ )−iIp(t−t ′ )
(t − t ′)3/2
×
[
F · G() + F∗ · G(−) +
e−it a()F · Kτ (t, t ′)
B1(−Ip − ) − iκ3−N/3
+ e
it a(−)F∗ · Kτ (t, t ′)
B1(−Ip + ) − iκ3N/3
]
dt ′dt, (B8)
where κ±N =
√
2(−Ip ± ),  = Nωτ , and Kτ (t, t ′) is given by Eq. (5e) with the substitution A(t ) → Aτ (t ).
Doing the integrals in Eq. (B5) by parts, we transform (B5) to the following more appropriate form for further analysis:
G() = e
−it
22
Kτ (t, t ′) − e
−it ′
22
K ′τ (t, t ′) +
1
22
∫ t
t ′
Fτ (ξ )e−iξdξ, Fτ (t ) = −∂Aτ (t )
∂t
, (B9)
where K ′τ (t, t ′) is given by Eq. (3) with the substitution
A(t ) → Aτ (t ). Taking into account Eq. (B9), substituting (B8)
into Eq. (8), and then taking the limit (9) for fixed , we obtain
the dipole moment D() in the form (11).
APPENDIX C: ANALYTIC EVALUATION OF THE DIPOLE
MOMENT (12) IN THE ADIABATIC LIMIT
Before estimating the dipole moment (12), we estimate the
integral in Eq. (13) using the saddle-point method. The saddle
points (t ′ν) are given by the equation
K ′2(t, t ′ν ) = −2Ip, (C1)
where t ′ν ≡ t ′ν (t ) is the νth complex root of Eq. (C1). We
consider only those roots, t ′ν , that have positive imaginary
parts, since the adiabatic transition to the continuum state
starts from a bound state with negative energy −Ip [43]. After
saddle-point integration over t ′, D1(t ) takes the form
D1(t ) ≈ −iC
∑
ν
eiS(t,t
′
ν )K(t, t ′ν )
(t − t ′ν )3/2
√
αν (t )
g(), (C2)
where
S(t, t ′) = −1
2
∫ t
t ′
[
A(ξ ) − 1
t − t ′
∫ t
t ′
A(ξ ′)dξ ′
]2
dξ
− Ip(t − t ′), (C3)
αν (t ) = ∂
2S(t, t ′)
∂t ′2
∣∣∣∣
t ′=t ′ν (t )
= K ′(t, t ′) · ∂K
′(t, t ′)
∂t ′
∣∣∣∣
t ′=t ′ν (t )
= −
[
F(t ′ν ) · K ′(t, t ′ν ) +
2Ip
t − t ′ν
]
. (C4)
Substituting Eq. (C2) into Eq. (12), we obtain
D1() = −iC
∑
ν
∫ ∞
−∞
eiSν (t )K(t, t ′ν )
(t − t ′ν )3/2
√
αν (t )
g()dt, (C5)
where
Sν (t ) = S(t, t ′ν ) + t . (C6)
Since the contributions of the roots t ′ν (t ) in the sum over ν
in Eq. (C5) are determined by their imaginary parts, the roots
with the smallest imaginary parts give the major contributions.
Thus, we represent t ′ν as a sum of its real and imaginary parts:
t ′ν = t ′ν + i
t ′ν , where t ′ν and 
t ′ν are real and 0 < ω
t ′ν  1
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(where ω is the carrier frequency of the laser pulse). Sub-
stituting this form for t ′ν in the left-hand side of Eq. (C1)
and expanding it in powers of i
t ′ν up to second order, we
obtain
K ′2(t, t ′ν ) + i2
t ′νK ′(t, t ′ν ) · ˙K ′(t, t ′ν )
−(
t ′ν )2[ ˙K ′2(t, t ′ν ) + K ′(t, t ′ν ) · ¨K ′(t, t ′ν )] = −κ2, (C7)
where ˙K ′(t, t ′ν ) = ∂K ′(t, t ′)/∂t ′|t ′=t ′ν and ¨K
′(t, t ′ν ) =
∂2K ′(t, t ′)/∂t ′2|t ′=t ′ν . Separating real and imaginary parts
in Eq. (C7), we obtain two equations
K ′(t, t ′ν ) · ˙K ′(t, t ′ν ) =
∂2S(t, t ′)
∂t ′2
∣∣∣∣
t ′=t ′ν
= 0, (C8a)
(
t ′ν )2F (t, t ′ν )2 = κ(t, t ′ν )2, (C8b)
where
F (t, t ′ν ) =
√
˙K ′2(t, t ′ν ) + K ′(t, t ′ν ) · ¨K ′(t, t ′ν ), (C9)
κ(t, t ′ν ) =
√
κ2 + K ′2(t, t ′ν ). (C10)
Equation (C8a) shows explicitly that the electron leaves the
atom at the moment t ′ν , which ensures minimal kinetic energy
at this moment. [Note that Eq. (C8a) for the case of linear
polarization of the laser field reduces to K ′(t, t ′ν ) = 0.] Equa-
tion (C8b) determines the “under-barrier” part of the tunneling
time:

t ′ν =
κ(t, t ′ν )
F (t, t ′ν )
. (C11)
A simplification of F (t, t ′ν ) in Eq. (C9) is achieved using
Eq. (C8a) and the relations
˙K ′(t, t ′ν ) = −F(t ′ν ) +
K ′(t, t ′ν )
t − t ′ν
,
¨K ′(t, t ′ν ) = − ˙F(t ′ν ) −
F(t ′ν )
t − t ′ν
+ 2K
′(t, t ′ν )
[t − t ′ν]2
,
which lead to the following expression for F (t, t ′ν ):
F (t, t ′ν ) =
√
F2(t ′ν ) − K ′(t, t ′ν ) · ˙F(t ′ν ), (C12)
˙F(t ) = ∂F(t )
∂t
. (C13)
We emphasize that the expression under the square root in
Eq. (C12) is positive, because it is given by the second
derivative of K ′2(t, t ′) in t ′, which is positive at the minimum
of K ′2(t, t ′):
1
2
∂2K ′2(t, t ′)
∂t ′2
∣∣∣∣
t ′=t ′ν
= ˙K ′2(t, t ′ν ) + K ′(t, t ′ν ) · ¨K ′(t, t ′ν ) > 0.
[Note that K ′(t, t ′ν ) = 0 for the case of linear polarization and
Eq. (C11) in this case reduces to the well-known result 
t ′ν =
κ/|F(t ′ν )|.]
For small 
t ′ν (ω
t ′ν  1), we can calculate αν (t ) (C4) and
the action S(t, t ′) (C3) by expanding them in series up to the
first and third orders respectively in 
t ′ν :
αν (t ) ≈ i
t ′ν F2(t, t ′ν ), (C14)
S(t, t ′ν ) ≈ S(t, t ′ν ) +
i
3
κ
3(t, t ′ν )
F (t, t ′ν )
. (C15)
Taking into account Eqs. (C11), (C14), and (C15), we obtain
D1(t ) in Eq. (C2) in the form:
D1(t ) = −
√
iC
∑
ν
e
−κ3 (t,t ′ν )
3F (t,t ′ν )√
κ(t, t ′ν )F (t, t ′ν )
eiS(t,t ′ν )K(t, t ′ν )
(t − t ′ν )3/2
g().
(C16)
The dipole moment (C16) involves two rapidly varying ex-
ponents: one (the “tunneling exponent”) is associated with
tunneling, while the second (the “propagation exponent”) is
governed by the classical (real-valued) action for an electron
moving in the laser field along a closed classical trajectory
from the moment t ′ν until the time t .
In the tunneling regime (in which ωκ/F  1, where F and
ω are the laser field strength and frequency), the “propagation
exponent” changes much faster than the “tunneling exponent”
[by a factor (ωκ/F )−3]. Thus, to estimate the Fourier com-
ponent of D1(t ), we can treat the tunneling exponent as a
“smooth” function. As a result, the position of the stationary
phase of the integral (12), where D1(t ) is given by Eq. (C16),
can be found from the equation
K2(t, t ′ν )
2
−
(
K ′2(t, t ′ν )
2
+ Ip
)
dt ′ν
dt
= E , (C17)
where E =  − Ip. Differentiating Eq. (C8a) with respect to
t , we obtain dt
′
ν
dt in the form
dt ′ν
dt
= 1(t − t ′ν )F (t, t ′ν )2
{
2
K(t, t ′ν ) · K ′(t, t ′ν )
t − t ′ν
− F(t ′ν ) · [K(t, t ′ν ) − K ′(t, t ′ν )]
}
. (C18)
Thus the equation for the stationary phase point is
K(t, t ′ν )2
2
= E + 
Eν (t ), (C19)
where

Eν (t ) = −K
′(t, t ′ν )2 + κ2
2(t − t ′ν )
dt ′ν
dt
, (C20)
which we interpret as a quantum correction to the energy
gained by the electron in the laser field (cf. Ref. [34]).
In order to simplify the notations further, we introduce here
a single index, j, to enumerate the joint solutions of Eqs. (C8a)
and (C19), which we present as a pair of real times {t ′j, t j}.
These pairs satisfy the system of equations [cf. Eqs. (C8a) and
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(C19)]:
K ′j · ˙K ′j = 0, (C21a)
K2j
2
= E − 
E j,

E j = −
K ′2j + κ2
2(t j − t ′j )
⎡⎣2 K j ·K ′jt−t ′j − F ′j · (K j − K ′j )
F ′j
2 − K ′j · ˙F ′j
⎤⎦,
(C21b)
where K ′j = K ′(t j, t ′j ), ˙K ′j = ∂K ′(t j, t ′j )/∂t ′j , K j = K(t j, t ′j ),
F ′j = F(t ′j ), and ˙F ′j = ˙F(t ′j ). Evaluating the integral (12)
using the stationary phase method with D1(t ) from (C16)
and recalling that D(t ) ≈ D1(t ) (see Sec. II B), the dipole
amplitude D() can be presented in the final form (20).
APPENDIX D: EXPANSION OF THE LASER-INDUCED
DIPOLE NEAR THE CAUSTIC POINTS
In this Appendix, we seek to show that an expansion of
the HHG amplitude in terms of extreme trajectories coincides
asymptotically with the results of the present approach. For
simplicity, we confine our analysis to the case of a linearly
polarized field described by the vector potential A(t ) = eA(t ),
where e is the real polarization vector. For this vector poten-
tial, the system of equations (33) can be rewritten in a “scalar”
form (see Eqs. (56) and (57) in Ref. [80]):
A(t ′) −
∫ t
t ′ A(ξ )dξ
t − t ′ = 0, (D1a)
F (t ) + A(t ) − A(t
′)
t − t ′ = 0, (D1b)
where F (t ) = −∂A(t )/∂t . Expanding the left-hand sides of
the equations in the system (21) near the solutions, t (cl)j and
t ′j
(cl)
, of Eq. (D1a), we obtain t ′j and t j in the form
t ′j
(±) = t ′(cl)j ±
F
(
t (cl)j
)
F
(
t ′(cl)j
)
√
E ( j)max − E
ζ j
, (D2a)
t (±)j = t (cl)j ±
√
E ( j)max − E
ζ j
, (D2b)
where the ± signs designate the branches of the square root
function and where we have used the notations
E ( j)max =
1
2
[
A
(
t (cl)j
)− A(t ′(cl)j )]2 − F
(
t (cl)j
)
F
(
t ′(cl)j
) Ip,
ζ j = −
F 2
(
t ′(cl)j
)
2
[
1 − F
(
t (cl)j
)
F
(
t ′(cl)j
) + ˙F(t (cl)j )
F
(
t (cl)j
)
t (cl)j
]
,

t (cl)j = t (cl)j − t ′(cl)j .
Further expanding S and K j · ˙K j near the extreme times t ′(cl)j
and t (cl)j , we obtain
S (p j, t ′j ) − S (p j, t j ) + t j
≈S(t (cl)j , t ′(cl)j )+ t (cl)j ± 23
(
E ( j)max − E
)3/2√
ζ j
,
K j · ˙K j ≈ ∓2
√
ζ j
(
E ( j)max − E
)
.
Substituting these expansions in Eqs. (23), (24), (34), and
(35), we obtain d j in the form
d j ≈ −θ
(
E ( j)max − E
)√
i
Cκ
π
(
2κ3
F
(
t ′(cl)j
))Z/κ
×
exp
[− κ33F (t ′(cl)j ) ]√
F
(
t ′(cl)j
) exp
[
iS
(
t (cl)j , t
′(cl)
j
)+ it (cl)j ][

t (cl)j
]3/2[
ζ j
(
E ( j)max − E
)]1/4
× sin
[
2
3
(
E ( j)max − E
)3/2
√
ζ j
+ π
4
]
frec(E ) e. (D3)
The result (D3) can also be obtained by expanding the
Airy function in the HHG amplitude of Ref. [80] (see also
Ref. [123]) in an asymptotic series for negative arguments.
Note that although our analytical calculation is valid for
E < E ( j)max, the result (D3) can be analytically continued to
the region E > E ( j)max; the result is that sin[· · · ] in Eq. (D3)
should be replaced by the exponent exp[− 23 (E−E
( j)
max )3/2√
ζ j
]/2.
Thus, the present theory overlaps asymptotically with the
results of Ref. [80]. The case of elliptical polarization is
more cumbersome to treat analytically and requires a separate
analysis.
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